Aerosol impacts on clouds and precipitation in eastern China: Results from bin and bulk microphysics
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Using the Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with a spectral-bin microphysics (“SBM”) and measurements from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Mobile Facility field campaign in China (AMF-China), the authors examine aerosol indirect effects (AIE) in the typical cloud regimes of the warm and cold seasons in Southeast China: deep convective clouds (DCC) and stratus clouds (SC), respectively. Comparisons with a two-moment bulk microphysics (“Bulk”) are performed to gain insights for improving bulk schemes in estimating AIE in weather and climate simulations. For the first time, measurements of aerosol and cloud properties acquired in China are used to evaluate model simulations to better understand aerosol impact on clouds in the southeast of China. It is found that changes in cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentration significantly change the timing of storms, the spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation, the frequency distribution of precipitation rate, as well as cloud base and top heights for the DCC, but not for the SC. Increasing CCN increases cloud droplet number ($N_d$) and mass concentrations, decreases raindrop number concentration, and delays the onset of precipitation. Compared with SBM, Bulk predicts much higher $N_d$ and the opposite CCN effects on convection and heavy rain, stemming from the fixed CCN prescribed in Bulk. CCN have a significant effect on ice microphysical properties with SBM but not Bulk and different condensation/deposition freezing parameterizations employed could be the main reason. This study provided insights to further improve the bulk scheme to better account for aerosol-cloud interactions in regional and global climate simulations, which will be the focus for a follow-on paper.


1. Introduction

[2] Many observational and modeling studies have indicated that aerosols may significantly affect convection and cloud properties [e.g., Rosenfeld, 2000, Andreae et al., 2004, Koren et al., 2008, Khain et al., 2005], with a great potential to affect the radiative forcing of the atmosphere and hydrological cycle. Yet, aerosol indirect effects (AIE), the effects of aerosols acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) or ice nuclei (IN), remain one of the least understood aspects of climate science [National Research Council, 2005], as it is difficult to establish clear causal relationships between aerosols and precipitation and to determine the sign of precipitation change in a climatological sense [Levin and Cotton, 2008]. AIE could be very different for different types of clouds. For warm stratiform clouds, although relatively consistent results have been reached for aerosol effects on droplet number concentration and cloud albedo [e.g., Kaufman et al., 2005], there is still a large uncertainty on aerosol impact on liquid water path and precipitation, depending on dynamics-microphysics feedbacks [e.g., Ackerman et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2008]. For deep convective clouds (DCC) where both dynamics and thermodynamics and their interactions are important [Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2007; Khain et al., 2009], AIE become much more complicated: it may suppress convection and precipitation [Rosenfeld, 2000; Khain et al., 2004; Khain and Pokrovsky, 2004] or vice versa [Khain et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2007b; Lin et al., 2006; van den Heever et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007], depending on...
environmental conditions [Khain et al., 2008]. Wind shear is found to be the determining factor in suppressing/enhancing convection for isolated DCC [Fan et al., 2009b]. While many previous studies concerning these effects are based on model simulations and/or individual cases, Li et al. [2012] revealed long-term (10 years) aerosol effects of both suppressing and enhancement of cloud vertical development and precipitation.

[5] China has been the most populated and rapidly developing region in the world during the last few decades. The ever-growing population and human activities have led to a rapid and continued increase in emissions of aerosols and their precursors [Qian et al., 2006], which has substantially altered the radiation budget at the surface and in the atmosphere [Li et al., 2007, 2010] and heating rate of the atmosphere [Liu et al., 2012]. Decadal increases in aerosols were speculated as one of the factors affecting changes of precipitation in China [Cheng et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2006; Qian et al., 2003, 2009]. Fewer studies have investigated aerosol indirect effects due to the dearth of in situ measurements of coincident aerosol and cloud properties in China. Observations from satellite [Yuan et al., 2008] and surface measurements [Rosenfeld et al., 2007] were employed to study AIE in China. However, determining AIE from observations is difficult because of the issue of correlation versus causation and confounding factors like meteorology [Loeb and Schuster, 2008; Stevens and Feingold, 2009]. There are also limitations in studying AIE in-depth by empirical relationships of droplet concentrations, droplet radius or precipitation with aerosol concentrations employed in the previous modeling studies of AIE in China [e.g., Qian et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2007] since feedbacks between dynamics and microphysics cannot be accounted for. More recently, AIE in China were studied using spectral-bin cloud microphysics [Qian et al., 2009; Iguchi et al., 2008]. However, the lack of in situ measurements of cloud properties in China limited in-depth investigations of AIE.

[4] To fill the gap in our understanding of aerosol effects, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Mobile Facility (AMF) was deployed in China to study AIE. The field campaign, named AMF-China, was designed to collect a comprehensive data set that can be used to study the impact of heavy aerosol loading on radiative fluxes, clouds, and precipitation, as well as the general climate in China and downstream regions [Li et al., 2011]. AMF-China deployed instruments at a few sites in China from May to December, 2008. The primary AMF site was located at Shouxian, approximately 500 km west of Shanghai in southeastern China (SEC). Aerosol and cloud properties measured by this campaign provide key observations for evaluating models and allowing us to examine aerosol impacts on cloud microphysical properties and precipitation.

[5] Cloud microphysical processes are generally represented in models using a bulk approach or a bin approach. In bulk schemes, hydrometeor size distributions are diagnosed from the predicted (average) mass (one-moment schemes) or number and mass (two-moment schemes) of the hydrometeors and an assumed spectral shape (e.g., gamma function). In bin schemes, the size distributions of aerosols and cloud hydrometeors are discretized by a number of size bins and predicted, which is very important to study AIE [Iguchi et al., 2008]. Many studies have indicated that the bin approach reproduces more realistic cloud structures and convection and predict precipitation in better agreement with the observations [Lynn et al., 2005a, 2005b; Khain et al., 2009; Iguchi et al., 2008] and bin simulations have been used as benchmarks to adjust and improve the bulk schemes [e.g., Seifert et al., 2006]. However, due to large computational cost, most bin schemes have been applied only in two-dimensional (2-D) runs [Khain et al., 2005; Tao et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2007a, 2007b] or in 3-D warm cloud simulations excluding ice microphysical processes [Feingold and Kreidenweis, 2002]. With advances in computational power in recent years, 3-D simulations have been conducted with the bin schemes for DCC at the cloud-resolving scale [Iguchi et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2009a, 2010a, 2010b]. However, for regional or global climate simulations, bulk schemes are the only computationally feasible approach. To reduce uncertainty in estimating AIE in climate simulations, bulk schemes should be extensively evaluated.

[6] In this study, we perform real-case simulations of typical cloud regimes during the warm and cold seasons in Southeast China: deep convective clouds (DCC) and stratus clouds (SC), respectively, using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model [Skamarock et al. 2005] coupled with an explicit bin microphysics parameterization based on work by Khain et al. [2004]. The simulated DCC and SC were observed at Shouxian during the AMF-China field campaign on July 16–18 and November 5–7 in 2008, respectively. The simulated cloud system, cloud microphysical properties, and precipitation have been compared with the retrieved space and ground-based remote sensing data and rain gauge data. Sensitivity studies are performed by changing aerosol concentrations to explore AIE on cloud properties and precipitation. The significance of AIE for different cloud systems is addressed. The simulated cloud systems and AIE based on the bin scheme are extensively compared with those with a two-moment bulk microphysics scheme [Morrison et al., 2005, 2009], with the purpose of gaining insights for improving cloud microphysical representations and reducing uncertainty associated with AIE in cloud and climate simulations. To show how results from the bulk scheme in WRF are different from those using the SBM and to identify areas for improvement of the bulk scheme, we start with the scheme of Morrison et al. [2005, 2009] in which the background CCN properties are assumed to be constant.

2. Case Descriptions

2.1. Deep Convective Clouds (DCC)

[7] Strong thunderstorms were observed at Shouxian, Anhui province, in the late afternoon of July 17, 2008. The thunderstorms formed when the NW-SE oriented cool flow from the north encountered the NE-SW oriented monsoon trough and the associated warm and humid air over the Henan and Anhui provinces (Shouxian is located in the middle of Anhui Province), producing strong precipitation. At 10:00 UTC (18:00 LST) of July 17, the combined flow moved over the Shouxian region. Driven by solar heating in addition to atmospheric instability due to the large-scale meteorology, strong thunderstorms formed at Shouxian, resulting in 81.7 mm of rainfall at the surface. Figure 1a shows the satellite image of the cloud system from the
Multifunctional Transport Satellites (MTSAT), about one hour before the maximum precipitation rate at Shouxian, showing a big storm system over Henan and Anhui provinces that was developing (in the blue box).

2.2. Stratus Clouds (SC)

The nimbostratus and stratus clouds formed on November 17 at the Shouxian region were associated with the passage of a cold front that moved from the northwest to the southeast of China and passed over the Anhui Province. The W-band (95 GHz) ARM Cloud Radar (WACR) was operating and captured this cloud event (WACR did not operate before October 2008). Although the retrieved cloud properties from these radar measurements are not available yet, the measured radar reflectivity can give us some basic idea of the cloud structure. The radar reflectivity from WACR at the Shouxian site shows the time evolution of the cloud system (Figure 1b). The cold front arrived at Shouxian at about 0:00 LST on Nov 07 and precipitation began. The rain lasted for about 4 h and the accumulated precipitation reached about 0.8 mm. The clouds were then separated into two layers: upper ice clouds and lower mostly liquid clouds. The stratiform clouds produced relatively more precipitation than the previous period, with accumulated surface rainfall of about 2.3 mm. At 12:00 UTC on Nov 07, the SC began to dissipate. Overall, the SC over the Shouxian region lasted for about one day.

3. Model Description and Designs of Numerical Experiments

Simulations have been performed using WRF version 3.1.1 developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) [Skamarock et al., 2005]. WRF solves the fully compressible, nonhydrostatic Euler equations formulated on the terrain following hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinate and the Arakawa C-grid. The model uses the Runge-Kutta second- and third-order time integration schemes, and second- to sixth-order advection schemes in both horizontal and vertical directions [Li et al., 2008]. The 5-th order advection scheme is used in this study. The positive definite technique is employed for advection of scalar variables. The microphysical schemes used in the study are briefly described below.
3.1. Spectral-Bin Microphysics (SBM)

[10] The spectral bin microphysics (SBM) scheme used in this study is based on the Hebrew University Cloud Model (HUCM) described by Khain et al. [2004], Lynn and Khain [2007], and Khain et al. [2009]. The microphysics parameterization solves a system of kinetic equations for the size distribution functions for water drops, ice crystals (plate, columnar and branch types), snow/aggregates, graupel and hail/frozen drops, as well as CCN. Each size distribution is represented by 33 mass doubling bins, i.e., the mass of a particle $m_k$ in the $k$ bin is determined as $m_k = 2m_{k-1}$. The CCN size distribution is prognostic with sinks and sources, which include advection, nucleation, and CCN regeneration from droplet evaporation [Fan et al., 2009a]. Scavenging of CCN by precipitation is not considered. All relevant cloud microphysical processes/interactions including droplet nucleation, primary and secondary ice generation, condensation/sublimation of ice particles, freezing/melting, and mutual collisions between the various hydrometeors are calculated explicitly. The model accounts for the dependence of the collision efficiencies on height, as well as effects of turbulence on the rate of collisions [Pinsky and Khain, 1998; Pinsky et al., 2000]. Droplet nucleation is calculated according to the Köhler theory for each CCN bin. Equilibrium is assumed for CCN of radius ($r_w$) < 0.03 μm to calculate newly formed droplet size; for larger CCN (i.e., $r_w > 0.03$ μm), the formed droplet size is a factor of 3–8 that of the dry CCN size (a factor of 5 is used in this study) [Khain and Lynn, 2009], since these particles grow much faster (probably requires time step <0.001 s to calculate equilibrium) [Kogan, 1991]. The model employs the parameterization of Meyers et al. [1992] for condensation/deposition freezing and Bigg [1953] for drop freezing (i.e., immersion and homogeneous freezing). Aerosol homogeneous freezing is not considered in this study. Table 1 summarizes the droplet and ice nucleation parameterizations used by SBM. More details about the bin scheme is provided by Khain et al. [2010]. The model is especially designed to take into account the effects of aerosols on cloud microphysics, dynamics, and precipitation by serving as CCN.

[11] Since the full SBM is highly computationally expensive, especially when it is coupled with WRF and run three dimensionally, a Fast-SBM has been developed and applied to WRF [Khain et al., 2009, 2010]. In the Fast-SBM, all ice crystals and snow (aggregates) are calculated on one size distribution. The smaller ice particles with sizes less than 150 micron are assumed to be crystals, while larger particles are assigned to snow. Graupel and hail in the full version are grouped to be the high-density ice, represented with one size distribution without separation. No changes in the microphysical processes have been made compared to the full SBM. As a result, the number of size distributions decreases from eight to four (aerosols, water drops, low-density ice, high-density ice). Since Fast-SBM keeps the main advantages of the full SBM, it produces cloud microphysical and dynamical structure as well as precipitation similar to the full SBM [Khain et al., 2009].

[12] The WRF model with the Fast-SBM has been extensively tested and improved for this study. The new remapping scheme applied to diffusion growth/evaporation [Khain et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2009a] has been further improved to significantly reduce artificial numerical droplet spectrum broadening. We also have added a diagnostic CCN approach to the scheme (i.e., the sum of droplet and CCN concentration never exceeds the initial total CCN concentration) for places where aerosol sources are prescribed, to avoid unrealistic droplet nucleation in the source regions.

3.2. Two-Moment Bulk Microphysics

[13] We conduct an intercomparison of the results between the SBM and a two-moment cloud microphysical scheme, with the purpose of gaining insights for improving bulk schemes that have been widely used in cloud and climate simulations. We choose the Morrison two-moment scheme, referred to as “Bulk” [Morrison et al., 2005; Morrison and Pinto, 2005], because it is widely used and includes the power law CCN distribution that SBM also employs [Khain et al., 2004]. The power law function is expressed as [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]

$$N_{ccn} = cS_w^k$$

(1)

where $S_w$ is the supersaturation with respect to water, and $c$ and $k$ are parameters that depend on the air mass type. Droplet activation for the power law CCN spectrum follows Twomey [1959], which is

$$N_c = 0.882^{2/(k+2)} \left[0.07w^{1/2}\right]^{k/(k+2)}$$

(2)

where $N_c$ is droplet number in cm$^{-3}$ and $w$ is updraft velocity in cm s$^{-1}$ [Rogers and Yau, 1989]. In this formulation, droplet activation is tied to the fixed parameters $c$ and $k$. Since there is no way to predict $c$ and $k$ during simulations and these are just empirical parameters, this formulation of droplet activation cannot be extended to a prognostic CCN scheme. To prevent “runaway” nucleation with the fixed CCN, in-cloud nucleation scavenging is treated so that the sum of existing droplets and CCN can’t exceed the background CCN concentrations. As for ice nucleation, Table 1 shows a summary of all the parameterizations used in Bulk. For condensation/deposition freezing, the parameterization of Cooper [1986] that was fitted to in situ ice crystal measurements is used. The formulation for immersion freezing used in the scheme is also based on work by Bigg [1953], the same as in SBM. The formulation for contact freezing is based on a flux of contact IN to the drops due to Brownian motion, with an effective diffusion coefficient given by Young [1974]. Diffusiophoresis and thermophoresis are not considered. The number of contact nuclei is given by Meyers et al. [1992]. Droplets are assumed to freeze instantaneously when $T \leq -40^\circ$C. The limit on the maximum cloud ice concentration of 10 cm$^{-3}$ is applied in the scheme, to prevent very large ice number due to homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets. Autoconversion of cloud droplets to raindrops and accretion (collection of cloud droplets by rain) in Bulk follow the formula of Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000]. Basically, the number of converted droplets is proportional to $(N_i)^{-1.79}$, where $N_i$ is droplet number concentration. However, Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] do not consider self-collection of raindrops as in work by Seifert and Beheng [2001] and other schemes.
Table 1. The Droplet and Ice Nucleation Parameterizations Used in SBM and Bulk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microphysical Processes</th>
<th>SBM</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Droplet activation</td>
<td>Based on Köhler theory</td>
<td>Empirical eqn. following Twomey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation/deposition freezing</td>
<td>Meyers et al. [1992]</td>
<td>[1959]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion freezing</td>
<td>Bigg [1953]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact freezing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Cooper [1986]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplet homogeneous freezing</td>
<td>Bigg [1953]</td>
<td>Bigg [1953]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Young [1974], Meyers et al. [1992], Assuming instantaneous freezing for all droplets when $T \leq -40^\circ C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the bulk scheme uses the parameterization of Beheng [1994] for self-collection of raindrops, which is similar to the formula of Seifert and Beheng [2001]. Autoconversion of cloud ice to snow is parameterized in terms of the vapor diffusion growth rate [Harrington et al., 1995]. Saturation adjustment treatment is used for the diffusion growth of droplets. The scheme predicts mixing ratios and number concentrations of five hydrometeors: cloud droplet, ice, rain, snow, and graupel. More details about this scheme is provided by Morrison et al. [2005].

[14] Note that the scheme we use here is different from the version in the standard released WRF model in which droplet number concentration is a fixed number. In this study of aerosol effects, droplet number concentration is included as a prognostic variable based on work by Solomon et al. [2009]. In addition, the subgrid vertical velocity used in the droplet nucleation parameterization is coupled to the eddy diffusion coefficient calculated by the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme following Morrison et al. [2005], to provide more realistic simulation of droplet number concentration for coarse-scale simulations.

3.3. Design of Numerical Experiments

[15] WRF simulations for the two cloud cases have been performed using realistic boundary conditions. Two nested domains with a horizontal resolution of 12 km and 2.4 km are used (Figure 2a) with 51 vertical levels. The numbers of horizontal grid points for Domain 1 (coarse-grid domain) and Domain 2 (fine-grid domain) are $110 \times 90$ and $251 \times 201$, respectively. The 6-hourly NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data on a 1° by 1° grid are used to provide initial and boundary conditions for Domain 1. To reduce computational time, we used the “nest down” approach in which simulations for Domain 2 are performed separately with initial and lateral boundary conditions obtained from Domain 1. While runs for Domain 1 were performed using the two-moment bulk scheme, the nest down runs for Domain 2 were performed using both SBM and Bulk for comparison. The boundaries for Domain 2 are initialized with data from Domain 1 every 3 h. With nest down, one-way nesting is used such that only meteorological variables such as water vapor and temperature are passed to the inner domain at the boundaries. The microphysical variables such as cloud water and ice are not passed to the inner domain.

[16] To examine aerosol effects, simulations are run under the present polluted condition and a relatively clean condition roughly corresponding to 30–40 years ago [Qian et al., 2009]. Simulations with the SBM are referred to as “C_sbm” and “P_sbm” for the clean and polluted cases, respectively. Similarly, with the Morrison two-moment bulk scheme, they are referred to as “C bulk” and “P bulk,” respectively. The Goddard shortwave radiation scheme and RRTM longwave radiation scheme are used in this study. Droplet effective radius used in the Goddard scheme is calculated based on cloud droplet and mass concentrations calculated from microphysics.

[17] The initial CCN distribution in SBM is determined by the power law function as shown in equation (1) using critical supersaturation for each size bin. Parameters $c$ and $k$ for the clean and polluted cases are shown in Table 2. The initial CCN size distributions determined by the parameters for the SBM simulations are shown in Figure 2b. For the polluted condition, the number of CCN of diameter $(D_p) > 0.65 \mu m$ is similar to the available measurements. The total CCN number concentration in the polluted case (with $c$ of $3000*0.231$ and $k$ of $0.308$) is about $8600 \ cm^{-3}$, which is close to the aerosol concentrations of about $10^4 \ cm^{-3}$ measured in Jinan (a city in central East China) during summer [Gao et al., 2007]. But size distribution chosen is relatively arbitrary since observations are not available. Qian et al. [2006] indicated the emissions from fossil fuel consumption increased by about 9 times from the 1950s, and about 6 times from the 1970s compared to the 2000s. Therefore, in our clean case, CCN is prescribed to about 1/6 of the polluted case to mimic the conditions about 30–40 years ago in China before the economic development, since scaling of the emissions may not accurately represents the change of aerosol concentration. Because SBM is not designed for coarse resolution simulations and to ensure that the initial and lateral boundary conditions for Domain 2 are the same for both the SBM and bulk runs, Domain 1 is run with Bulk that includes CCN activation by subgrid vertical velocity, with CCN set differently for the clean and polluted scenarios (Table 2) to provide initial and boundary conditions for the corresponding clean and polluted simulations for Domain 2. As shown in Table 2, the CCN representation in the initial time step is the same in the both bulk and SBM simulations. The difference is that CCN size distribution is prognostic in SBM but CCN are prescribed using fixed constants of $c$ and $k$ in Bulk. To be closer to the setup in Bulk, CCN are also prescribed uniform spatially and vertically in the initial time step in the SBM runs. Although not a focus of this study, the uniform vertical treatment of CCN initially could affect anvil properties, but it should not matter much to convection/precipitation especially when the aerosol direct effect is not considered.

[18] For the DCC case, Domain 2 is initialized at 1200 UTC 16 July, 6 h after Domain 1 is initialized, and run for 36 h. The initial profiles of temperature ($T$), dew point temperature ($T_d$), water vapor mixing ratio, $U$ and $V$ wind
components are shown in Figure 2c, indicating that the case is humid with weak vertical wind shear. The surface dew point temperature is about 23°C, indicating warm-based clouds. For the SC case, the simulations for Domain 1 start at 1200 UTC 15 November and run for 60 h since the event originated from a cold front that evolved to stratus clouds. Again, simulations start 6 h later for Domain 2. From the initial profiles of $T$, $T_d$, water vapor mixing ratio, $U$ and $V$ wind components averaged over Domain 2 for (c) the DCC case and (d) the SC case. The contours in Figure 2a denote the surface elevations and the dark blue denote sea. The star symbol denotes the available measured CCN concentrations at supersaturation of about 0.5% averaged over November 6 and 7.

Figure 2. (a) Two nested domains with a horizontal grid-spacing of 12 km and 2.4 km, (b) the initial CCN size distribution for $P_{SBM}$ and $C_{SBM}$, and the initial profiles of $T$, $T_d$, water vapor mixing ratio, $U$ and $V$ wind components averaged over Domain 2 for (c) the DCC case and (d) the SC case. The contours in Figure 2a denote the surface elevations and the dark blue denote sea. The star symbol denotes the available measured CCN concentrations at supersaturation of about 0.5% averaged over November 6 and 7.
Domain 2. CCN and cloud drop concentration are diagnosed rather than predicted for clouds at the lateral boundaries.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. The DCC System

4.1.1. Comparison With Observations

First, we evaluate the simulated clouds using available observations from the AMF site at Shouxian. For comparison with the measurements from the single point at Shouxian, the model results are averaged over a volume of $3 \times 3$ grid cells (i.e., $7.2 \times 7.2$ km$^2$) near that point. Figure 3 presents the comparisons of liquid water content (LWC) (sum of cloud droplet water and rainwater content), LWP, cloud base and top heights among $P_{sbm}$, $C_{sbm}$ and observations. Since comparisons of the bulk simulations with observations are worse than the SBM runs and do not provide additional information, the bulk simulations are not included in the figure, but will be discussed below. As shown in Figure 3a, the Microwave Radiometer Profiler (MWRP) did not work because of the storm and heavy rain at 18:00–20:00 LST. LWC should peak sometime during this period when the storm cloud occurred. In $P_{sbm}$, LWC peaks around 19:00 LST (Figure 3b), meaning the timing of the storm is close to the observations, although the modeled cloud at SX starts a couple of hours earlier. After 20:00 LST,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microphysical Schemes</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Polluted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain 1</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>$C = 500 \times 0.231$ $K = 0.308$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain 2</td>
<td>SBM and Bulk</td>
<td>$C = 3000 \times 0.231$ $K = 0.308$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In SBM, $C$ is set to be 500 and 3000 for the clean and polluted cases, respectively. Since the derived size distribution based on these parameters are in natural logarithm in SBM, the total number concentrations integrated over the size distribution should be multiplied by a constant 0.231. Therefore, in the simulations with Bulk, $C$ is multiplied by this constant.

Figure 3. Time series of LWC (g cm$^{-3}$) profile retrieved from (a) MWRP at SX, (b) $P_{sbm}$ and (c) $C_{sbm}$. The comparison of the times series of (d) LWP (mm) and (e) cloud base height (km) retrieved from MWRP and (f) cloud top height (km) from FY-2 satellite with the modeled values from $P_{sbm}$ and $C_{sbm}$ for July 17 (LST). The black line in Figures 3b and 3c is the IWC from the corresponding simulation. The model results are averages over a cloud volume of $3 \times 3$ grid cells.
the modeled LWC from P_sbm has a similar magnitude as the observations. However, in C_sbm, LWC peaks at 17:00 LST, about 2-h earlier (Figure 3c) and much higher than P_sbm. The cloud at 5 h in P_sbm was not detected by MWRP, which could be because MWRP only sees clouds directly above the instrument, but the results from the simulations are averaged over a volume of 9 grid cells, of which only 4 grids have clouds at that time. LWC drops off much more quickly relative to P_sbm afterwards and becomes 5–10 times lower than observations after 20:00 LST. The LWP in P_sbm agrees with the observations in magnitude very well after 20:00 LST (the values are not shown for 18–20:00 LST) (Figure 3d). The uncertainty of LWP from MWRP is about 30 g m$^{-2}$ (about 0.03 mm), which is small relative to the high LWP in this case. Obviously, C_sbm predicts a few times larger LWP and the timing is much earlier. The modeled cloud base heights from P_sbm are generally larger than the observed values from MWRP, which has an uncertainty of about 0.5 km (Figure 3e), and the simulated cloud top height of about 15 km is in good agreement with the Chinese Feng-Yun-2 (FY-2) geostationary meteorological satellite measurements (Figure 3f). The model, however, does not capture the decrease of cloud top height after 21:00 LST, suggesting a slower dissipation of cloud anvils in the model, which could be related to the enhanced anvil formation due to the uniform vertical distribution of CCN. Generally, somewhat higher cloud base and lower cloud top are seen in C_sbm relative to P_sbm, implying the invigoration effect of CCN on the DCC. Note that the cloud top height is retrieved with the method of SB2 DART 2 (Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer) [Zhou et al., 2008] from FY-2 and the uncertainty is very difficult to estimate, although it is known that the uncertainty could be very large above 10 km.

The spatially distributed hourly precipitation data (measured by rain gauges) obtained from China Meteorological Administration (CMA) allow us to compare the modeled and observed system more closely. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of hourly rain rates from observations, P_sbm and C_sbm at (a) 18:00 and (b) 20:00 LST, which are 10:00 and 12:00 UTC, respectively. Note LST = UTC + 8:00. The red box shows the study region and the gray one denotes the large region for the statistical data in Table 2.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of hourly rain rates (mm hr$^{-1}$) from observations, P_sbm and C_sbm at (a) 18:00 and (b) 20:00 LST, which are 10:00 and 12:00 UTC, respectively. Note LST = UTC + 8:00. The red box shows the study region and the gray one denotes the large region for the statistical data in Table 2.
and observations (Figure 4a), and becomes much weaker two hours later (Figure 4b). However, in the clean case, strong convection/precipitation is not found around SX at 18:00 LST. In fact, what we see is the dissipating stage of precipitation because the storm occurs about 2 h earlier in C_sbm. In addition, the spatial distribution of rain pattern in C_sbm is quite different from P_sbm and observations: strong precipitation is found around the region of 114.5–116E in C_sbm, which is not seen in P_sbm and observations. Therefore, CCN change the spatial distribution of precipitation quite significantly. When comparing the rain rates at SX from the ARM surface meteorological measurement, CMA, P_sbm, and C_sbm (Figure 5), we see a better agreement between P_sbm and the observations. But the rain rate peaks about 2 h earlier in C_sbm, consistent with the LWC shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately, the single-point measurements at the ARM site for such a short time (24 h) and the much coarser CMA precipitation data prevent us from making meaningful statistical comparison (such as scatter or frequency distribution plots) between model results and observations.

[22] Although the simulation with Bulk in the polluted environment (P_bulk) is also able to simulate the convective system around SX, it predicts stronger convection/precipitation and higher cloud top height (up to 2 km higher), compared to P_sbm and observations (not shown). The timing of the storm around SX in P_bulk does not differ from P_sbm significantly, although rain duration is shorter in P.bulk. Therefore, we do not see significant impact of microphysical parameterizations on the timing of the storm. Under the clean condition, neither Bulk (C_bulk) nor SBM (C_sbm) captures the general spatial distribution of precipitation.

### 4.1.2. Effects on Convection/Precipitation

[23] To further investigate the differences of the effects between SBM and Bulk and aerosol effects on the convective system over the SX region, a subdomain covering 31.1–33.3 N and 115.5–117.5 E (about 245 × 187 km²) where the convective system occurred is selected for further study (the red box in Figure 4a; referred to as “the study region”). Here, to examine the time evolution of the convection system, we confine our analysis to a relatively isolated storm with local dynamics-microphysics feedbacks rather than multiple convective systems with potential large-scale feedbacks for easier interpretation of the modeled results. This way our analysis focuses on the effects of aerosols at the cloud scale rather than large-scale features, which is consistent with our experimental design in which the same boundary conditions from the coarse domain are used in all of the simulations in the fine domain. Nevertheless, we also perform a statistical analysis over a larger area (about 375 × 365 km²) where multiple convection systems are included (the gray box in Figure 4a; referred to as “the large region”) and the results will be discussed.

[24] Figure 6a shows the rain occurrence frequency for different rain rate categories in the study region. Following the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) definition of rain category, light rain is defined as rain rate less than 0.1 mm hr⁻¹ and heavy rain is for rain rate larger than 5 mm hr⁻¹. Between 0.1–5 mm hr⁻¹, we divide the rain rate into two intermediate rain categories between 0.1–1 and 1–5 mm hr⁻¹. Both SBM and Bulk consistently show that the increase of CCN reduces the rain occurrence frequency and amount (Figures 6a and 6b) for light and intermediate rain. However, for heavy rain, SBM simulates an increase in rain frequency and amount by over 20% from the clean to polluted condition, but no significant change (i.e., only a few percent decrease) is simulated by Bulk. To determine if the results are robust since the simulation of DCC could be sensitive to initial conditions, we performed 5 ensemble runs for the bulk simulations under each CCN condition by adding random perturbations to the initial temperature over the entire 3D fine domain. The random perturbation is represented by a normal distribution with mean 0 and a standard deviation varying from 0.2 to 0.5 K for different runs. As shown in Figure 6 (blue color), the averaged results from the ensemble runs tell the same story: with bulk, increasing CCN decreases the frequency and amount for light and intermediate rain but no significant change for heavy rain. Although we did not perform similar ensemble runs with SBM because of computational cost, it should be noted that the reduced frequency and amount for light rain and vice versa for heavy rain in the polluted case simulated by SBM are also found in analyses of long-term observational data [Qian et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2008]. Furthermore, invigoration of convection/precipitation by CCN for this case is supported by the finding of Fan et al. [2009b], since the observed wind shears are weak with a maximum value less than 8 m s⁻¹ within 0–10 km (Figure 2c).

[25] The significant increase in the frequency and amount of heavy rain in the polluted case with SBM suggests the invigoration effect of CCN on deep convection. By examining the profiles of updraft velocity over the study region (Figure 7), the convective strength is indeed stronger in P_sbm compared to C_sbm between 15 and 20:00 LST when the convective system around SX is active. The average w with w > 2 m s⁻¹ over the study region during 12–23:00 LST is 4.1 m s⁻¹, about 5% larger relative to C_sbm. The stronger convection in P_sbm results in ~18% increase in the accumulated surface precipitation relative to C_sbm (Figure 6c). However, with Bulk, the clean case (C_bulk) predicts stronger convection than the polluted case (P_bulk) with an increase of maximum updraft velocity from 36.2 m s⁻¹ in P_bulk to 43.6 in C_bulk over the study region. Overall, convection is suppressed, rain rate is decreased, and the accumulated surface precipitation is reduced by increasing CCN with the bulk scheme. From
Figure 6c, suppression of precipitation by CCN in the beginning of the storm and then invigoration of precipitation later is clearly simulated by SBM. With Bulk, precipitation is reduced by CCN in the afternoon, corresponding to the suppressed convection. Note that P_bulk appears to give stronger convection between 2 and 9 LST than C_bulk, under the conditions of much less activated CCN relative to the afternoon. The ensemble runs with Bulk give similar results in precipitation (Figure 6c, blue line) and convection with the average $w$ of 4.4 in P_bulk over the study region from 12:00–23:00 LST but 4.6 in C_bulk. Although the ensemble average results show a smaller change in the total precipitation and convection from increasing CCN compared to the single simulation results, they are qualitatively consistent. 

Figure 6c, suppression of precipitation by CCN in the beginning of the storm and then invigoration of precipitation later is clearly simulated by SBM. With Bulk, precipitation is reduced by CCN in the afternoon, corresponding to the suppressed convection. Note that P_bulk appears to give stronger convection between 2 and 9 LST than C_bulk, under the conditions of much less activated CCN relative to the afternoon. The ensemble runs with Bulk give similar results in precipitation (Figure 6c, blue line) and convection with the average $w$ of 4.4 in P_bulk over the study region from 12:00–23:00 LST but 4.6 in C_bulk. Although the ensemble average results show a smaller change in the total precipitation and convection from increasing CCN compared to the single simulation results, they are qualitatively consistent.

From Figure 7, we can also see that Bulk generally predicts stronger convection than SBM, a typical feature of many bulk schemes indicated in many past studies [e.g.,
explaining the higher cloud top heights in $P_{\text{bulk}}$ than $P_{\text{sbm}}$ as shown in Figure 3. The maximum vertical velocity in $C_{\text{bulk}}$ is $43.6 \, \text{m s}^{-1}$, while it is only $30 \, \text{m s}^{-1}$ in $C_{\text{sbm}}$.

The reasons for the stronger convection predicted by bulk schemes with saturation adjustment have been detailed by Khain and Lynn [2009]. They suggested that the saturation adjustment method in those bulk schemes cannot accurately

Figure 7. Profiles of updraft velocity ($w$) (m s$^{-1}$) from (a) $P_{\text{sbm}}$, (b) $C_{\text{sbm}}$, (c) $P_{\text{bulk}}$, (d) $C_{\text{bulk}}$, (e) $P_{\text{bulkP}}$ and (f) $C_{\text{bulkP}}$ for July 17 (LST), calculated by averaging over the grids with $w > 2 \, \text{m s}^{-1}$. 

Khain and Lynn, 2009; Tao et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009]
account for the decrease of supersaturation due to droplet growth during a single time step and supersaturation is removed by condensation growth at each time step, leading to overestimation of latent heat release by condensation [Khain et al., 2000, 2008]. Although Bulk predicts stronger convection than SBM, it estimates less accumulated rain, especially in the polluted case, as a result of very different microphysical properties that will be discussed in the next section. Therefore, the differences in convection and accumulated precipitation simulated by Bulk versus SBM are even larger than the aerosol effects on them (Figures 6c and 7). To improve estimates of aerosol indirect effects, it is crucial to further constrain cloud microphysical schemes to reduce model uncertainties.

[27] Averaged over the large region (again, the gray box in Figure 4a), the results in Figure 6 are qualitatively similar to the results averaged over the study region. The relative differences between SBM and Bulk become smaller, which is expected for a larger domain more affected by the same boundary conditions. The aerosol effects on precipitation and updraft velocity for the large region as shown in Table 3a also agree with what we see for the smaller study region, but with much smaller magnitude because they are mainly forced by the domain average convergence from the boundary conditions that are the same in all simulations. Precipitation and updraft velocity listed in Table 3a from the ensemble runs indicate that the results discussed above are robust qualitatively.

### 4.1.3. Effects on Cloud Microphysical Properties

[28] The different behaviors between SBM and Bulk in the CCN effects on convection and precipitation should stem from very different cloud microphysical properties. Figure 8 shows the averaged hydrometeor number and mass concentrations over the study region. The most striking difference between SBM and Bulk is found in the simulated droplet and raindrop number concentrations. In the polluted case, Bulk (P\_bulk) predicts over two times higher droplet concentrations (N\_c) and up to 100% higher raindrop concentrations (N\_r) relative to SBM during the active convection period, although the differences are small at other times, indicating that the stronger convection predicted by Bulk is one of the factors leading to the stronger droplet nucleation. Another important factor lies in the fixed CCN prescribed everywhere at each time step with Bulk. To figure out how much the fixed CCN contributes to the much higher N\_c, we conducted sensitivity tests by fixing CCN prescribed during the simulations with SBM, although an advantage of SBM is in its ability to simulate time-varying CCN size distribution. In these sensitivity runs, N\_c is even higher than that simulated by Bulk when CCN is fixed in SBM under both polluted and clean conditions, indicating that the fixed CCN is the major contributor to the high droplet concentration in Bulk. The lower N\_c with Bulk than SBM when CCN is fixed is because strong in-cloud scavenging is taken into account indirectly in Bulk (i.e., the total droplet number concentrations in the previous time step is deducted from the newly formed activated droplets).

[29] To further strengthen that the fixed CCN leads to high N\_c in Bulk, we have modified the bulk scheme by implementing a prognostic CCN approach in which CCN number and mass are predicted. We conducted tests with this scheme for the clean and polluted cases (referred to as “P\_bulkP” and “C\_bulkP,” respectively; blue color in Figure 8). Clearly, the prognostic CCN approach gives much closer N\_c compared to that of SBM. However, N\_c is much higher than the simulation with the fixed CCN because the autoconversion rate becomes about 2 times higher due to larger droplet size resulted from lower N\_c (N\_c will be discussed more in the following paragraph). This further indicates that the fixed CCN is responsible for the much higher N\_c predicted by Bulk relative to SBM. Note that the results for the prognostic CCN approach in Bulk are preliminary, so we only show the results for liquid particles to support our argument that the fixed CCN leads to much higher N\_c. We will present more in-depth analysis of the prognostic CCN scheme in a follow-on paper.

[30] We performed additional simulations with Bulk and found that the subgrid droplet nucleation considered in Bulk through subgrid vertical velocity exerts little effect on the clouds (although it probably will have more impact in simulations with much coarser resolutions).

[31] The higher N\_r in Bulk relative to SBM is significantly contributed by the much smaller cutoff size between droplets and raindrop in Bulk (25 \(\mu m\) versus 100 \(\mu m\) in SBM). Sensitivity test based on P\_sbm in which only the cutoff size is modified to be \(\sim 25 \mu m\) shows that N\_r averaged over the study region in July 17 is increased from 0.09 to 0.145 L\(^{-1}\), much closer to 0.13 L\(^{-1}\) in P\_bulk. N\_r does not change significantly by the cutoff size. Note that the actual simulations with SBM do not depend on the cut-off size since the cutoff size is only used for outputting diagnostic quantities Q\_c/Q\_r and N\_r/N\_c. N\_r in Bulk is also strongly affected by the assumed size for the newly formed raindrops. When the assumed radius increases from 25 to 40 \(\mu m\) which is used by Seifert and Beheng [2001] and Li et al., [2008], N\_r is decreased by about 6 times. In addition, parameterizations of self-collection of raindrops and rain evaporation below cloud base could also affect N\_r [Seifert, 2008].

[32] Under the polluted condition, Bulk predicts up to 4 times higher N\_r and up to 2 times higher N\_c than SBM (Figure 8). However, the differences in droplet mass (Q\_c) and raindrop mass (Q\_r) concentrations between P\_sbm to P\_bulk are not as large as their number concentrations. This implies that the mean droplet and raindrop sizes in P\_sbm are larger than those of P\_bulk. Indeed, the mean droplet radius in P\_sbm is about 45 \(\mu m\), while it is only about 5 \(\mu m\) in P\_bulk. For raindrops, the mean radius is about 350 \(\mu m\) in P\_sbm, only about 15% larger than that in P\_bulk. Besides the much lower N\_c, the much larger cutoff size to distinguish cloud droplets and raindrops in SBM also contribute substantially to the larger cloud droplet size relative to P\_bulk. The mean radius is reduced to 12 and 330 \(\mu m\) for droplets and raindrops, respectively, when the cutoff size is assumed to be \(\sim 40 \mu m\).

[33] To explain why the strong droplet nucleation leads to the suppressed convection in the polluted case with Bulk, we examined the time series of vertical profile of IWC and N\_c in both P\_bulk and C\_bulk. It is found that IWC is lower in P\_bulk but N\_c has little differences at \(-15 < T < -30^\circ C\) over the active convection period compared with C\_bulk. The reduced ice mass in P\_bulk could be attributed to deposition and droplet freezing because of the much smaller
droplet sizes. Since latent heat of freezing is proportional to the produced ice mass, it suggests that latent heat release is reduced in $P_{\text{bulk}}$ relative to $C_{\text{bulk}}$, explaining the suppressed convection by CCN with Bulk. It should be noted that, in the modified Bulk with the prognostic CCN, the invigoration effect on convection and the enhanced heavy rain in the polluted case occurs: from $C_{\text{bulk}}P$ to $P_{\text{bulk}}P$, the averaged $w$ over grid points with $w > 2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ between 12 and 23:00 LST is increased from 4.1 to 4.4 m s$^{-1}$, and the heavy rain frequency and amount is increased by 4% and 7% respectively. These results are consistent with SBM. Similarly, the CCN invigoration effect does not occur with SBM when CCN is fixed, because unrealistically strong droplet nucleation makes $N_c$ too high and droplet freezing becomes very inefficient in the polluted case (far beyond optimal for invigoration effect). All these tests consistently

Table 3a. Quantities Averaged Over the Large Region (30.5°N–33.8°N and 113.5°E–117.5°E), i.e., 3-D Domain Average, for DCC in July 17 (LST)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P_{\text{sbm}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{sbm}}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{bulk}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{bulk}}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{bulk_ensemble}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{bulk_ensemble}}$</th>
<th>Changes With SBM$^a$ (%)</th>
<th>Changes With Bulk (%)</th>
<th>Changes With Bulk Ensemble (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$ (cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_q$ (L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_q$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_c$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.00755</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_r$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_i$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_b$ (&gt;2 m s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain$^b$ (mm)</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The changes are calculated by ($P_{\text{sbm}}$-$C_{\text{sbm}}$)/$C_{\text{sbm}}*100\%$.
$^b$Here $w$ is averaged over the time from 12:00 to 23:00 in July 17, when the major convective systems occur.
$^c$Precipitation is the accumulated rain in that day averaged over the large region.

Figure 8. Time series of domain-averaged (a) number and (b) mass concentrations for cloud droplet, raindrop, ice/snow, and graupel/hail over the study region.
indicate that unrealistically strong droplet nucleation due to the fixed CCN is primarily responsible for suppressed convection simulated by the original bulk scheme.

Under the clean condition, differences in $N_c$ and $N_r$ between SBM and Bulk are even larger (Figure 8). As discussed above, the reasons could be attributed to (1) the much larger cutoff size in SBM than Bulk in distinguishing droplets from raindrops and (2) the different conversion rates from droplets to raindrops between SBM and Bulk. By examining the differences of $Q_c$ and $Q_r$ between C_bulk and C_sbm, we find that the mean droplet and raindrop sizes in C_sbm are larger than those of C_bulk, but with the differences much smaller than those under the polluted condition. In any case, Bulk generally predicts much higher $N_c$ and $N_r$ but smaller droplet and raindrop sizes compared to SBM. These differences are related to the stronger nucleation and smaller cutoff size between droplet and raindrop discussed in the previous paragraph, explaining the lower surface precipitation rate (small drops sediment slowly and may evaporate completely before reaching ground).

An increase in CCN significantly increases $N_i$ and $Q_i$ but decreases $N_g$; SBM and Bulk qualitatively agree with each other on this point. Increasing CCN significantly increases $N_i$ (sum of ice and snow number concentrations) with SBM, but with Bulk a decrease of $N_i$ is seen after 14 LST in Figure 8. Averaging over the large region, there is a slight increase (3.2%) in $N_i$ by increasing CCN (Table 3a), but the increase is much smaller than those of SBM and other studies that used bulk schemes [Wang, 2005; Li et al., 2008]. This can be explained by the suppressed convection by CCN with Bulk and a limit on the maximum cloud ice concentration of 10 cm$^{-3}$ applied to the Morrison scheme. $N_i$ often exceeds 10 cm$^{-3}$ in both P_sbm and C_sbm since in SBM only a limit of supersaturation over ice no larger than 50% is used for condensational/depositional freezing. Currently it is uncertain how high the maximum ice number can be. Since convection is enhanced by increasing CCN with SBM, and the Meyer’s parameterization employed in SBM tends to predict a very high ice formation rate at high supersaturation, it is not surprising that $N_i$ is increased in the polluted case with SBM.

Both SBM and Bulk predict a decrease of $N_g$ (sum of graupel and hail number concentrations) in the polluted condition. However, they do not agree on the CCN effect on $Q_i$ (sum of ice and snow mass concentrations) and $Q_g$ (sum of graupel and hail mass concentrations). SBM predicts up to 35% higher $Q_i$ in the polluted case (19% on average in July 17 over the large region as shown in Table 3a), but no significant change is seen from C_bulk to P_bulk. With SBM, $Q_g$ is decreased by increasing CCN, but there is no significant change with Bulk statistically (Table 3a). The decreased $N_g$ by the increase of CCN with SBM is because riming efficiency is reduced due to the reduced droplet and ice particle sizes. With Bulk, the reduced $N_g$ in the polluted case is related to the decreased raindrop mass and number. Therefore, with Bulk, the much lower $N_g$ and not much change in $Q_g$ in the polluted case suggest larger graupel/hail sizes relative to the clean case. This is likely related to the
simple parameterization of the riming process in Bulk in which riming rate is determined by a constant and the constant is uncertain. In fact, riming efficiencies are not only a function of particle size but also a function of ice crystal habit [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997], and the SBM representation is also uncertain since our understanding is not sufficient to well represent ice processes. As a result, SBM and Bulk can produce even qualitatively very different results [Muhlbauer et al., 2010]. Figure 8 also shows that, with Bulk, CCN produce significant effects on the properties of liquid particles but not ice particles, while CCN produce significant effects on both liquid and ice microphysical properties with SBM. The significantly increased \( Q_r \) and \( Q_i \) in the polluted case with SBM explain the enhanced precipitation. However, with Bulk, \( Q_r \) and \( Q_i \) are decreased by the increase of CCN, explaining the decreased accumulated precipitation.

Averaged over the large region, our major results in microphysical properties such as mass and number concentrations of cloud droplet and ice are not changed, except the peaks in the time series plots are less pronounced because multiple convective systems occur at different times and evolve differently. It suffices to note that there are no qualitative changes in the differences of the cloud microphysical properties between SBM and Bulk (Table 3a). As for aerosol effects, the results from the large region agree with those from the study region: from clean to polluted, \( N_c \) and \( Q_c \) are increased but \( N_i \) and \( Q_i \) are decreased. SBM and Bulk agree with each other on this. \( Q_r \) is decreased significantly with Bulk but not with SBM. We also see that SBM predicts much larger change in \( N_i \) and \( Q_i \) by CCN than Bulk. We also see that SBM predicts much larger change in \( N_i \) and \( Q_i \) by CCN than Bulk. SBM and Bulk agree with each other on this. The ensemble runs for Bulk do not change the conclusions qualitatively, except for graupel (larger CCN effects on \( N_g \) and \( Q_g \) for the ensemble results; Table 3a), which could be associated with over-simplified parameterization as discussed above.

4.2. The SC System

4.2.1. Comparison With Observations

As shown in Figure 1b for the SC case, the clouds are separated into two layers, with upper ice clouds and lower stratiform clouds. By examining the total condensed water (TWC) around SX from P_sbm (the same grid cells as the previous case), one can see that the simulated clouds from P_sbm capture the two-layer feature very well (Figure 9a). Also, by comparing Figures 9 and 10, we know that the upper layer is composed of mainly ice and the lower layer mainly liquid. Since the clean case (C_sbm) has similar cloud structure as P_sbm (only lower TWC; Figure 9b), CCN do not change the cloud structure for this cloud system because it is mainly controlled by boundary layer mixing and capping inversion. Comparison of the profiles of LWC among P_sbm, C_sbm and observations from MWRP at SX is shown in Figure 10a. After 17:00 LST, the WACR radar
reflectivity only shows a continuous layer of stratus cloud below 4 km but MWRP indicates very high LWC above 4 km. The unusually high LWC signal above 4 km where the cloud radar did not detect anything suggests that the MWRP retrieved data are problematic after 15:30 LST, due to contamination by rain (Figure 10g). Therefore, The MWRP data are removed from the comparisons with the modeled results during 15–22:30 LST. It should also be noted that uncertainty of the retrieved LWC can be as high as 60%, which is not useful to discern which simulation is better in this low LWC case.

LWC from P_sbm is generally consistent with the MWRP data, except for a low bias within the boundary layer and high bias above 4 km. The LWC in the boundary layer for the clean case (C_sbm) is underestimated even more compared to P_sbm. Comparing the two cloud regimes, our modeling results suggest that increasing CCN increases LWC for both DCC and SC. The LWP from P_sbm generally agrees with the observations (Figure 10d). The LWP from the clean case (C_sbm) is smaller, consistent with the lower LWC shown in Figure 10a. As noted in Section 4.1.1, the uncertainty of LWP is low, only about 0.03 mm. The modeled cloud base height in P_sbm agrees well with the observed values from MWRP with an uncertainty of about 0.5 km (Figure 10e), but the modeled cloud top height (Figure 10f) is about 1–2 km lower than the satellite

Figure 11. Same as Figure 6 but for Nov 07.
retrieved data from FY-2. However, uncertainty of the retrieved cloud top height could be very large above 10 km and it is known that the retrieved cloud top height is higher than that from the WACR radar (only up to about 10 km from Figure 1b) (M. Cai, personal communication, 2011). One can see that aerosols have little effect on the cloud base and top heights of the SC, which is also different from the previous DCC case.

Time series of precipitation rate from the ARM surface meteorological measurement, P_sbm and C_sbm are shown in Figure 10g. The timing and magnitude for the significant rain event from P_sbm agree well with observations, except that the rain event ends a couple of hours earlier, indicating faster cloud evolution in the model. The peak precipitation in C_sbm is much earlier and also has larger values compared to P_sbm. Therefore, rain is delayed and suppressed by increasing CCN in this case.

Since comparisons of the bulk simulations with observations are not good and do not provide additional information, Bulk results are also not plotted in Figure 10. The simulated SC with Bulk are deeper and there is no clear two-layer feature in either clean or polluted environments. Compared to the corresponding simulations with SBM at the point of Shouxian, Bulk gives lower rain rate, delay of the onset of precipitation, larger LWC and LWP, and higher cloud base and top heights.

### 4.2.2. Effects on Cloud Microphysical Properties and Precipitation

Similar to the DCC case, aerosol effects are analyzed over the same study region with both SBM and Bulk. The rain occurrence frequency for light rain is not changed significantly by CCN and SBM and Bulk agree with each other (Figure 11a). For intermediate rain, the change of rain frequency by CCN is not significant with both SBM and Bulk, but the rain amount is significantly reduced by 16.6% and 17.2% for SBM and Bulk, respectively. Overall, an increase in CCN does not change rain frequency significantly but reduces the rain amount, and both SBM and Bulk are consistent with each other for the SC (Figures 11a and 11b). Since heavy rain occurs rarely for SC and its contribution to the total rain amount is negligible, we exclude it from the discussion here. For the accumulated rain on Nov 17 averaged over the study region, the reduction by the increase of CCN at 23:00 is about 20% with SBM and 18% with Bulk, and Bulk predicts similar total precipitation as SBM in both clean and polluted conditions (Figure 11c).

The significant reduction in total precipitation by the increase of CCN in this SC is not due to the change in convection but rather changes in cloud microphysical properties, since we do not see any significant change in updraft velocity from the clean to polluted condition with both SBM and Bulk.

The averaged hydrometeor number and mass concentrations over the study region are shown in Figure 12. Since graupel/hail rarely exists in this SC case in the model simulations (also no ice-containing precipitation was observed at the surface), it is not shown in the figure and excluded for further discussion. The most striking difference between SBM and Bulk is again in simulating droplet and raindrop number concentrations, similar to the previous DCC case. Under the clean condition, Bulk predicts up to 5 times higher $N_c$ but 10 times higher $N_r$ than SBM. In the polluted case, Bulk predicts over 3–5 times higher $N_c$ but similar $N_r$. Differences of $N_c$ between SBM and Bulk are much larger for this SC than for the DCC under the polluted condition. As discussed in the section for the DCC, the very high $N_c$ with Bulk even in

![Figure 12](image_url). Same as Figure 8 but for Nov 07.
the clean case ($N_c$ in the C_Bulk is even higher than that in $P_{sbm}$) is mainly because CCN are fixed everywhere during the simulation, which is unrealistic. $N_c$ in Bulk is highly uncertain, as it is affected by many factors discussed in Section 4.1.3. $Q_i$ is increased in the polluted case, similar to that in the DCC and both SBM and Bulk are consistent with each other on this point. $Q_i$ is decreased by the increase of CCN with both SBM and Bulk for this SC (for the DCC, it is increased with SBM but decreased with Bulk). The much higher $N_c$ in $P$ relative to C_bulk results in over 30% reduction of mean droplet size by increasing CCN, much more significant than that with SBM. In this SC, SBM and Bulk qualitatively agree with each other in the CCN effects on the properties of droplet and raindrop, but Bulk does predict much larger CCN effects relative to SBM mainly due to the fixed CCN in Bulk.

We do not see significant CCN effects on ice microphysical properties such as $N_i$ and $Q_i$ with both SBM and Bulk in this cloud case. It is not surprising that the effect of CCN on ice microphysical properties is small in this type of clouds because condensation/deposition freezing cannot change much by the very small change in cloud vertical velocity by CCN and droplet freezing is very inefficient in such warm cloud temperatures (above $-15^\circ$C). However, $N_i$ could be very different in the simulations of SBM and Bulk. For example, SBM predicts over 3 times higher $N_i$ relative to Bulk during 0–600 LST, likely because higher supersaturation is produced for the deeper clouds during that period and the Meyer's parameterization employed in SBM tends to predict much higher ice crystal concentrations than Cooper [1986] used in Bulk at a certain supersaturation over the temperature range of $-5$ to $-25^\circ$C [Rasmussen et al., 2002]. The decreased $Q_i$ and not much change of $Q_i$ by CCN explain the reduced precipitation in this SC, with both SBM and Bulk.

Averaged over the large region, the differences in precipitation and hydrometeor number and mass concentrations between SBM and Bulk do not qualitatively change compared to analysis over the study region. As shown in Table 3b, Bulk and SBM predict similar precipitation under both clean and polluted condition. Bulk predicts significantly higher $N_c$ and $N_i$ than SBM, especially under the clean condition. In addition, CCN effects on the cloud microphysical properties and the accumulated precipitation do not change qualitatively either: an increase in CCN increases $N_c$ and decreases $N_i$ and precipitation; Bulk predicts very small changes of ice microphysical properties. Since heavy rain occurs much more often over the large region relative to the small region we discussed previously, the reduction in heavy rain amount by the increase of CCN in Bulk should be robust and it is consistent with the SBM simulations.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Two different cloud regimes – deep convective clouds and stratus clouds, observed during the AMF-China field campaign, are simulated using the WRF model with a spectral-bin microphysical scheme and a two-moment bulk microphysical scheme. For the first time, surface-based measurements of aerosol and cloud properties acquired in China are used to evaluate the model simulations and support modeling study of aerosol indirect effects. By contrasting simulations with a CCN level resembling the observed polluted environment and a CCN level that resembles the cleaner environment about 30–40 years ago, we examine the effects of aerosols on cloud microphysical properties and precipitation for two different cloud regimes. The simulated DCC and SC systems with SBM under the polluted condition generally agree with observations in terms of cloud evolution, rain pattern, and surface precipitation. On the contrary, with Bulk under the same CCN level, we see higher cloud top height, larger LWC and LWP, and earlier onset of precipitation for the DCC. In the stratiform cloud study with Bulk, the results also showed larger LWC and LWP and higher cloud top height, but lower rain rate and delay of the onset of precipitation.

We find that the SBM and Morrison’s bulk scheme predict consistent results in CCN effects on precipitation for the SC, but produce opposite results for the DCC. Specifically, both SBM and Bulk predict reduced precipitation when CCN are increased by 6 times for the SC. For the DCC, with SBM, the increase in CCN invigorates the DCC in which wind shear is weak, resulting in stronger convection, a larger frequency of heavy rain and more accumulated precipitation. However, Bulk is not able to simulate the invigoration effect of CCN, i.e., it predicts weaker convection and reduced precipitation in the polluted case. Although Bulk also predicts smaller rain occurrence frequency and amount for light and intermediate rain as SBM, it predicts little change in frequency and amount for heavy rain from the clean to the polluted case, while SBM estimates an increase by over 20%. The reduced frequency and amount for light rain but enhanced ones for heavy rain in the polluted case predicted by SBM are also found in analyses of the observed decadal trend over the region [Qian et al., 2009]. With Bulk, stronger droplet nucleation due to strong convection and the fixed CCN result in much higher droplet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_c$ (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$N_i$ (L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$Q_i$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$Q_r$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Precipitation (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P$_{sbm}$</td>
<td>C$_{sbm}$</td>
<td>P$_{bulk}$</td>
<td>C$_{bulk}$</td>
<td>P$_{sbm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>53.88</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>413.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>0.0519</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3b. Quantities Averaged Over the Large Region (30.5°N–33.8°N and 113.5°E–117.5°E), i.e., 3-D Domain Average, for SC in Nov 07 (LST)
number and substantially smaller droplet size in the polluted environment. As a result, latent heat release is reduced because of the reduced ice mass, leading to the suppressed convection. Our sensitivity tests indicate that the much higher \( N_c \) and the opposite CCN effects on convection and heavy rain with Bulk compared to SBM stem from too strong droplet nucleation with the fixed CCN in Bulk.

An increase in CCN increases \( N_c \) but decreases \( N_c \) in the both DCC and SC, and both SBM and Bulk agree with each other. The most striking difference is that Bulk predicts much higher \( N_c \) in the polluted air and much higher \( N_c \) in the clean air compared to SBM. The much higher \( N_c \) with Bulk than SBM is mainly due to the fixed CCN. We tested a prognostic CCN approach for the DCC case that simulated \( N_c \) much closer to that of SBM. Our sensitivity tests also indicate that the much smaller cutoff size in distinguishing droplet and raindrop and the assumed smaller size for newly formed raindrop (i.e., 25 \( \mu \)m) are factors that significantly contribute to the higher \( N_c \) with Bulk. CCN have less significant effects on ice microphysical properties with Bulk than SBM. The higher sensitivity of ice formation to supersaturation in the condensational/depositional freezing parameterization used in SBM could contribute to it. Rimming is uncertain in Bulk because of the simple parameterization that assumes a constant riming efficiency. Conversion of particles to graupel and hail is uncertain in both Bulk and SBM since it is based on particle size or mixing ratio thresholds that have a limited physical basis. New approaches that predict rimed mass fraction [Morrison and Grabowski, 2008, 2010] and spectral ice habits [Hashino and Tripoli, 2007] provide an improved physical basis for parameterizing conversion to graupel in both bin and bulk schemes.

In summary, for either Bulk or SBM applied to both DCC and SC, increasing CCN increases cloud droplet number and mass concentrations, decreases raindrop number concentration, and delays the onset of precipitation. The increase of CCN significantly changes the spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation and cloud base and top heights for the DCC but has little effect on them for the SC. Other features that SBM and Bulk agree for the SC include: increasing CCN does not change rain frequency much but reduces rain amount significantly; it does not evidently affect ice microphysical properties because condensation/depofposition freezing change little with small changes of vertical velocity by CCN and droplet freezing is inefficient.

Although Bulk and SBM agree on some aspects of aerosol effects, differences in many quantities such as convective strength and liquid microphysical properties between SBM and Bulk with the same initial CCN are much larger than the CCN effects simulated with each scheme, suggesting that large uncertainty can be introduced by cloud microphysical parameterization in cloud and climate simulations. Our study also shows that fixed CCN, which is commonly employed in bulk schemes used in many cloud and regional and global climate simulations, can produce significant deviation in cloud properties and severely affect the sensitivity of deep convection to changes of aerosols, as also seen in work by Ekman et al. [2011]. Some studies of aerosol effects did not even include CCN (i.e., cloud droplet concentration is prescribed and fixed). As shown in this study, the modified Bulk with prognostic CCN shows a much better agreement in \( N_c \) and CCN effects on convection with SBM. This is very important for studying AIE in the DCC. Other potential areas of improvement include employing better representations of autoconversion of cloud droplets to raindrops, and ice to snow, which have large effects on precipitation. The riming rate from rain-ice (snow) collision, which is simply parameterized using a constant in bulk schemes, should be validated using SBM since collection efficiencies are not well-constrained by observations.

In the follow-on paper, we will detail all of the improvements that we make and extensively evaluate the bulk scheme using SBM.
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